When people get up in the morning, they believe they are working for the safety of their children, the prosperity of their family, and quality of life for their community. Whether it’s a teacher, an artist, a soldier, or a plumber, they are part of the world dream of peace.

We can debate on people’s opinions and strategies, but the far greater majority of economic activity is dedicated to safety, prosperity, and quality of life. The choices we make everyday is the world’s peace economy. Let’s make our choices count.

By the choices we make everyday, these ten sectors of the world’s peace economy can be put to the work of making a better world.

> The Civic Community
> The Arts Community
> The Faith-Based Community
> The Safety and Security Community
> The Wellness Community
> The Sports and Entertainment Community
> The Academic Community
> The Environmental Community
> The Service Community
> The Business Community

“Peace is a never-ending process, the work of many decisions.”
~Oscar Arias

With nearly seven billion people in the world, the world economy (in terms of Gross World Product, GWP) has risen to nearly $60 trillion. Due to our choices on spending, each Dollar, or Euro, or Yen plays an important role in creating peace in our lives. The Cities of Peace initiative is bringing to light these choices and their impact upon families.

What is the cost of violence? In addition to precious lives lost, we sabotage our livelihoods through loss of trade and personal income, through disruption and disease, through environmental depletion and worldwide recessions.